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small towns to highlight the sustainable aspects 
that small-town living cultivates. Too often, 
development efforts are focused on geographical 
centers, ignoring the need for developmental 
diffusion to strengthen growth and development 
in all parts of the region.

AIM 
This master’s degree project aims to create a 
new neighborhood that hopes to create a pos-
sible future that meets the needs of the people 
of Bornholm, creates a potential for growth, and 
inspires sustainability on the island. This project 
will analyze and create a holistic design proposal 
using the research, trends, and visions of Nexø, 
established by Bornholms Regionskommune and 
its citizens. 

MOTIVE
The motivation for this project was to explore 
and learn more about small-town and rural 
development and the diverse needs of people 
outside of the large cities. This particular site 
was chosen to further expand my knowledge of 
the policies and processes of planning within a 
municipality, a small town, and Denmark.

ABSTRACT
Despite its sandy beaches, lush forest, and 
many sunshine hours, Bornholm was placed 
on a list along with 23 other municipalities as a 
peripheral area by Erhvervsstyrelsen in 2014. 
This designation means that the municipality’s 
income per capita is less than 90 percent of the 
national average and over an hour away from 
a large city. Being called a peripheral area can 
come with many negative assumptions and hard 
to shake stigmas—these areas were later called 
‘Udkantsdanmark’ by the media, perpetuating 
these assumptions. Bornholm has performed 
better than many others on the list; with summer 
tourism and a stabilizing/growing population, 
Bornholm has many qualities that people seek 
out and decide to call this island home. Nature 
Nexus is a mixed-use housing project in the 
town of Nexø. This new housing project will 
attempt to meet the needs of the diverse de-
mands of the population while working towards 
the sustainable goals put forth by Bornholm’s 
Regional Municipality and citizen initiatives for a 
more sustainable future. People do not choose 
to live on Bornholm to live in a city but choose 
Bornholm for its proximity to nature and island 
lifestyle. This degree project shifts the focus of 
urban development from the larger cities to the 
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The research questions were driven by the decision of which municipality, town, and site I chose and 
my curiosity in small-town development. They have also had a significant influence on the design 
process.

◦     What does it mean to be an outlying municipality, and how does it influence development in the    
       municipality?

◦     How does small-town growth and development differ from a growing metropolis area? 

◦     What functions can be added to the design proposal that can give back to Nexø and Bornholm?

◦     Is it possible to grow the city towards the rural zone with sensitivity to the existing ecological and  
       economic environment while still being connected to the rest of the urban settlement?

◦     Is it possible to create a new district in Nexø that is sustainable, attractive, and in line with the 
       future plans and visions of Bornholm?

◦     What is everyday sustainability, and how can that be illustrated in urban planning?
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SITE SELECTION: an island context
Introduction

I contacted over ten municipalities that had appeared 
on the ‘yderomrård’ list for 2014-2020 from Erhvervs-
styrelsen. Of these municipalities, only five were able 
to provide assistance and insight. After careful consid-
eration, Bornholm Regional Municipality became the 
obvious choice for this project. 

For this degree project, it was important to me that the 
task I was tackling had roots in an actual situation and had 
opportunities for collaboration. It was also important to me 
that the site selected would be in one of the rural districts 
of Denmark. I wanted to gain in-depth knowledge of the 
different policy and development issues that come with 
planning and designing in rural areas that are not in close 
proximity to a large economic center. 

Bornholm is geographically further removed from Den-
mark’s mainland due to its location in the Baltic Sea. 
Although Denmark consists of many different islands, 
Bornholm is the easternmost island with its closest land 
neighbor being Skåne, the southernmost county of Swe-
den. Also known as ‘Solskinsøen’ or The Sunshine Island, it 
has made itself a staple in recreational tourism and attracts 
new inhabitants every year. Its place on the list seems to 
be almost inevitable due to its geographical location. It has 
a rich history, from prehistoric effigies to the largest castle 
ruins in northern Europe. Bornholm was also occupied by 
foreign powers multiple times, including Germany, Sweden, 
and the Soviet Union. 

After speaking with the urban planners at Bornholm Re-
gionskommune, I settled on a site located in Nexø. The site 
Bakkebyen had plans of further investigation in the future 
for development and was recently switch from an agricul-
ture land designation to city land designation. Nexø is the 
second largest town on the island, only second to Rønne. 
The site offered opportunities of learning about small-town 
development as it is not the seat of the municipality. The 
site also combines town, a forest plantation, a protected 
recreational area, and old farmland. To me, the site was a 
small microcosm of the island of Bornholm itself.

MUNICIPALITIES IN DENMARK  

The municipalities that are represented in a dark yellow 
color are the municipalities I contacted prior to the site 
selection. The municipalities that were contact are as 
follows: Frederikshavn Kommune, Hjørring Kommune, Jam-
merbugt Kommune, Thisted Kommune, Morsø Kommune, 
Skive Kommune, Vesterhimmerlands Kommune, Tønder 
Kommune, Æro Kommune, Samsø Kommune and Bornholm 
Regionial Municipality. 
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DENMARK
Introduction

Officially known as the Kingdom of Denmark, it is the 
southernmost nation of the Scandinavian countries. In 
addition to Denmark itself, Greenland and the Faeroe 
Islands are two autonomous regions that are a part of the 
commonwealth. Geographically, Denmark consists of a 
peninsula called Jylland and an archipelago of 406 islands. 
Characterized as a flat arable land with low elevation and 
sand beaches, it is primarily a service industry, trade, and 
manufacture-based economy with a tiny percentage of the 
population engaged in agriculture and fishing. Its land area 
is comprised of 43 000 km2 with a coast that stretches up 
to 7 300 km. It is surrounded by water, with the North Sea 
to the west and the Baltic Sea to the east linked together 
by three passages: Skagerrak, Kattegat, and the Øresund. 
Denmark has only one land border with Germany and 
maritime borders with Sweden, Norway, Poland, United 
Kingdom, Iceland, and Canada. Denmark is divided into 5 
regions: Hovedstaden, Sjælland, Nordjylland, Midtylland, 
Syddanmark and 98 different municipalities.  

A brief overview
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Top:  fig. 1 View from Christansborg  Palace; Copenhagen, DK
Bottom: fig. 2 Vadestedet ; Aarhus, DK

Denmark has a population of over 5.8 million people 
and a population density of 136 persons per km2. 
The vast majority of the Danish population lives in 
urban areas, with about 86% of the population living 
in settlements with more than 200 people. Only about 
16% of the Danish population live in smaller villages or 
out in the countryside.

Copenhagen is the capital and the largest city of Den-
mark. It is located in the eastern side of the country on 
the large island of Sjælland, with the city’s southern-
most tip stretching over to the small island of Amager. 
Although a harbor city, it bears very little resemblance 
to the previous finishing village that existed on the 
site dating back to the early 10th century. The city 
has undergone many transformations throughout the 
centuries due to fires, political and religious conflicts, 
and population growth. It became the capital and the 
seat of the monarchy in 1445. The city is continu-
ously growing to this day and expands outward and 
incorporating many adjacent districts. It has 799 541 
people in just the city proper, with an additional 549 
652 people in the Greater Copenhagen Area. The 
business sector of Copenhagen is concentrated on the 
trade and service sector. It is also Denmark’s largest 
industrial city.

Aarhus is the second-largest city in Denmark and is 
located on the eastern coast of Jylland. Aarhus is the 
largest trading, service, and industrial city on Jylland 
and the economic, educational and cultural center for 
Midtjylland. Although Aarhus’ origin is unknown, there 
are traces of a Viking settlement near the Aarhus River. 
Its oldest renaming town character is from 1441 but 
refers back to an even older one. It is a busy port city. 
Some of Aarhus manufactures include metals, chemi-
cals, machinery, beer, tobacco, and shipbuilding. It has 
a population of 353 445 people

Other Large Cities:

 ◦  Odense  205 881
 ◦  Aalborg  219 310
 ◦  Esberg  115 498
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THE NATURAL LANDSCAPE 

On average, Denmark is a low lying that lies not more than 
30 meters above sea level. The highest natural point, Ejer 
Baunehøj Møllehøj, only reaching 170.89 meters above sea 
level. The natural landscape was shaped at the end of the 
Pleistocene Epoch by the Weichsel glaciation. The glacial 
retreat left Denmark with a soil composition of mainly clay, 
sandy moraine, limestone, and chalk. The islands of Born-
holm and Etholmene being the only expectations where the 
soil contains bedrock. Denmark is a country poor in mineral 
raw materials. However, lime is abundant and mined for 
cement production. In addition to lime mining, sand and 
gravel are extracted from the earth for manufacturing and 
construction. 

A CULTURAL LANDSCAPE

Denmark’s landscape is a cultural landscape. With the cur-
rent attributes created as a result of human interventions 
that have radically reshaped the land to meet the needs 
of the people. The landscape has endured deforestation, 
arable farming, and the formation of settlements. The open 
country that lies outside of the defined urban settlements 
is largely used based on the natural resources that it can 
provide. The majority of the open landscape in Denmark 
is dedicated to agriculture at 59.8%, followed by human 
settlements and built-up areas at 13.8%. The high ratio of 
agricultural land usage to the land area makes Denmark the 
most densely cultivated country in the EU. It is character-
ized by well-cultivated fields with scattered forests; large 
forests are rare in the cultural landscape. Small towns, 
farms, and houses are spread over the open country con-
nected by an extensive network of roads, which character-
izes Denmark. There are very few places that are unoc-
cupied by fields or settlements. However, on the coasts 
outside the summer cottage areas, natural landscapes take 

hold, some of which are wetlands with natural vegetation 
blooming. Larger streams are rare in the landscape, with a 
majority of their tributaries piped or covered. 

Denmark’s landscape is scarred by centuries of defor-
estation to create arable farming lands. This process of 
deforestation of Danish land started in the late stone age 
and continued to expand throughout history. In the early 
1800s, the Peace Forest Ordinance of 1805 created a clear 
separation between forest and agriculture. These boundar-
ies drawn around the forests were determined permanently 
and thus have kept forests a constant characteristic in the 
landscape. In late 1900 the open landscape underwent 
many significant changes due to production and economic 
trends. Once small agriculture, farms were consolidated to 
create fewer and larger farms that specialized in produc-
tion. And in 1969, The urban and Rural Zone Act came 
into effect; this act was an administrative separation of 
the country and the city. Strict restrictions in land use and 
construction were introduced in the open country and were 
further illustrated in Planloven of 1991. The law has had a 
preservative effect on rural settlement patterns. And since 
the Planloven, there has been further growth in summer 
cottage areas and protected natural lands. 

Introduction

The natural and cultural landscape
THE DANISH LANDSCAPE
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.

LAND USE IN DENMARK (2018)

The majority of land use in Denmark is agriculture. 
According to Eurostat’s 2015 calculation of area 
coverage, 50,6% of Denmark is covered by fields. 
This means that Denmark has the highest proportion 
of field coverage in the EU. With the Netherlands at 
24.2% and Sweden at 4.2%.

Top:  fig. 3 Dragør,DK
Middle: fig. 4 West Jutland, Dk; Coast Studio 

Bottom: fig. 5 Mønsklint ; Møn, DK

.

Source: Danmarks Statistik; www.statistikbanken.dk
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Introduction

SPATIAL PLANNING IN DENMARK
Land zoning and developing the open country

Top:  fig. 6 Nørreport and the Lacks; Copenhagen, DK; Coast Studio
Bottom: fig. 7 Bornby Haveby, Brondby, DK; Sourcesss

The Planning Act is the backbone of Denmark’s spatial 
planning laws, regulations, and development structure. It 
is presented in a simple and clear system that decentral-
izes the division of tasks between the national, regional, 
municipal, and local levels. The regional councils are 
responsible for preparing a strategic plan for each region, 
and the Minister for Environment is responsible for na-
tional planning.

The act was introduced to ensure that planning adheres 
to the interest of society while still having respect for land 
use and the protection of natural resources. The Planning 
Act was created to safeguard wildlife and vegetation while 
promoting sustainable development and maintain good 
living conditions for people. 

Spatial planning in Denmark aims to: 

 ◦ Regulate development in the whole country,  
    regions, and municipalities based on overall  
    planning strategies, and economic consider- 
    ations. 
 ◦ Develop and preserve buildings, settlements,  
    and landscapes of high value.
 ◦ Protecting the open coastline
 ◦ Prevent air, water, soil, and noise pollution
 ◦ Have citizen and public involvement in the  
    planning process.
 

When it comes to the Planning Act, the 98 municipal 
councils have the greatest responsibility concerning the 
planning of towns and the open country. Every four years 
after an election period, the councils will develop political 
strategies for planning in the municipality. These political 
strategies are then converted into a municipal plan. This 
document contains the framework for local planning during 
that four-year period. 

Public participation is an important aspect of the planning 
act. Participation is a part of the process at all levels of 
planning. Before municipal, regional, or national plans are 
adopted, a proposal and report must be published. These 
proposals can be protested. Documents on planning and 
data are available for public access on the Danish National 
Portal. This enables so anyone can gain access to these 
proposals.
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LAND DESIGNATIONS

The planning act divides Denmark into three different zones: urban zones, summer cottage 
areas, and rural zones. Each zone has special rules for development; this is especially 
true for rural zones. The land designation is the cornerstone of protecting the Danish 
landscape from excessive urban sprawl. The main purpose of section 34 of the Planning 
Act is to prevent scattered and unplanned buildings and facilities in the open country. This 
ensures that urban development happens in areas where municipal and local planning has 
opened up the opportunity for it. This division has existed since the 1970s. 

 Urban Zones: 
  ◦ areas that are included in urban development in an urban develop-                 
     ment
  ◦ areas that are included in a building statute as areas for urban  
                            development or public purpose. 
  ◦ areas that have been transferred to an urban plan in a local plan.
  ◦ areas which, by the municipal council’s decision, have obtained the  
     status of an urban zone.

 Summer Cottage: 
  ◦ areas that are included in a building statue or an urban plan statue  
     for cottage construction.
  ◦ areas that have been transferred to a cottage area in a local plan.  
  ◦ areas which, by the decision of the municipal council, have obtained  
     the status of a cottage area

  In addition these cottages must only be used during the summer  
  months or for short holiday stays in the winter months. They must  
  retain their recreational purpose and not become single-family   
  homes. 

 Rural Zones: 
  ◦ the open country
  ◦ a large part of the smallest villages.
  
  In principle, areas in the rural zones must be kept free of buildings  
  that are not necessary for the operation of agriculture, forestry, and  
  fishing. It is required to receive a permit to build new construction,  
  subdivide or change the use of existing buildings and undeveloped  
  land. There are exceptions to the permit requirement within the  
   Planning Act.

However, it is important to note that there can be a change in zone status. The municipal 
plan determines which areas in the rural zone can be transferred to either urban zones or 
summer cottage areas. Once an area is assigned to an urban or cottage zone, it assumes 
the adoption of the local plan that has already made provisions for its zone change.

Erhvervsstyrelsen2

Vejledning om landzoneadministration 
Planlovens §§ 34-38

Juli 2018

 Copyright SDFE©

fig. 8  Vejledning om landzoneadministration, Erhvervsstyrelsen
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Introduction

‘YDEROMRÅDER’ AND ‘UDSKANTSDANMARK’

WHAT ARE ‘YDEROMRÅDER’ OR ‘UDKANTSDANMARK’?

Communities or municipalities that are out in the countryside and a long way from the 
larger cities in Denmark are often referred to as yderområder(outlying areas) or ‘udkants-
danmark.’ Often, these municipalities are portrayed as places of decay, unemployment, and 
the closure of schools, shops and local anchors in the media. In recent years there have 
been many discussions within the media, politics, and the government about the problems 
and solutions for these parts of Denmark that lie outside of the country’s growth centers. 
The discussion about outlying areas can to the forefront of conversation within politics 
during and after the government publication “Danmark i balance i en global verden” on 3 
september 2010. One of the key components of this discussion is the categorization of 
municipalities based on the geographic location and their economic performance. 

There are four different classes of municipalities; Bykommuner (urban municipalities), 
Mellemkommuner (suburban municipalities), Landkommuner ( rural district municipalities), 
and Yderkommuner (outlying municipalities. These different classes were established by 
the Ministeriet for By, Bolig og Landdistikter, it was the ministry that handled cases within 
the urban, housing, regional and rural area. Although it was established in 2011 under the 
government of Helle Thorning-Schmidt, it was absorbed by the new Transport- og bygn-
ingsministerium in 2015 under the government of Lars Løkke Rasmussen. However, these 
ministries are not the only body of governments tackling regional, national, and outlying 
area development. To be called official by the Erhvervsstyrelsen, municipalities have to be 
more than a half-hour drive from a city with more than 45% inhabitants. Also, the munici-
pality’s income per capita is less than 90 percent of the national average.

WHERE ARE THE OUTLYING AREAS? 

It depends on who is using the term outlying areas where they are located. The govern-
ment defines these areas based on economic and geographical values. These municipal-
ities are identified in the government publication “Danmark i balance i en global verden” 
and the government’s annual national planning and rural statements. Erhvervstyrelsen has 
identified 23 municipalities and 27 small islands that meet the outer area requirements. In 
the eyes of many outlying areas are a curve that passes through northern, western, and 
southern Jylland then across to the south Fyn archipelago, Lolland-Falster, Bornholm, and 
a few municipalities on Sjælland and Fyn. However, since the popularization of the word, it 
has come to refer to communities living far from the urban growth of the larger cities. 

The idea of Danish outlying areas is not a new concept or phenomenon; however, in the 
past, it was considered a regional problem, not a national problem. The boundaries that 
encompass the outer areas have expanded due to the centralization of jobs and public 
institutions. Those who live in the outlying municipalities do not necessarily think of their 
municipality as an outlying area but having areas within the municipality that are consid-
ered peripheral locally. Perhaps the expanding peripheral in Denmark is a consequence of 
the extinction of the classical Danish agricultural-based village in the 1960s with further 
local government reforms in 2007, where the ‘fritidslandsbyen’ has also suffered across 
the country with closures of schools and public amenities. However, these areas are not 
a less good place to live and offer much potential and resources to their inhabitants. They 

YDEROMRÅDER 2014 - 2020

Map of outlying municipalities and islands that was desig-
nated by the Erhvervsstyrelsen.

Source: Erhveresstyrelsen; www.regionalt.erhvervsstyrelsen.dk

What does it mean to be a peripheral area in Denmark
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can provide different options and opportunities to their people. In the end, the words used 
to describe the Landdistricter of Denmark can influence public opinion, but they are just 
words. 

TRENDS IN THE OUTLYING AREAS

The report “Regional- og landdistriktspolitiske redegørelse 2015” states that the popula-
tion in outlying areas has a predominance of men, while for cities, it is the opposite. There 
is also a relatively high proportion of elderly citizens and fewer children and young people. 
This trend is partly due to young people seeking higher education in larger cities and 
staying there after graduating. There are also fewer people with higher educations in the 
outlying areas compared to the big cities. It is important to note the report also found that 
movement from country to city is not unambiguous and that movement is also seen in 
the opposite way. This movement is seen through families with children and working-age 
people moving from the city to the country. However, it is often to the municipalities lying 
close to the large educational cities. It does not help to offset the birth deficit in certain ar-
eas to create real population growth. It also mentions in” Regional- og landdistriktspolitiske 
redegørelse 2015” that population development in the years following the financial crisis 
that population development declined in many municipalities but in recent years have had 
a more balanced distribution of population growth.

Employment in Denmark for the period 1996-2013 saw 90 percent of its job growth take 
place in the Capital Region. This is especially true for knowledge professions job creation. 
There is more difficulty creating this type of job in more rural municipalities due to the 
generally lower levels of education. Following the financial crisis, many jobs were lost in 
the outlying municipalities compared to the suburban and urban municipalities seeing an 
increase in employment. According to the AE-rådet (AE Council) in their job forecast for 
until 2020, “Store dele af landet indhenter ikke de tabte job fra krisen” it has been project-
ed that employment is expected to increase throughout the country but at different paces. 
Most of the employment growth will be around Copenhagen and in eastern Jylland. De-
spite the job growth forecast, the business organization Dansk Industri reports that outly-
ing municipalities generally perform at least as well as the rest of the country when ranked 
in how good they are doing business. In a 2015 survey by Dansk Industri they found that 
there is a positive business climate in many of the outlying municipalities that are better 
than that of larger municipalities when it comes to personal contact between companies, 
officials, and politicians. Nevertheless, companies in the outlying municipalities have other 
problems, including struggling with a bad image, infrastructure, and labor shortage. 

Within the report” Regional- og landdistriktspolitiske redegørelse 2018,” three important 
industries are located outside major sites; agriculture and food, Industrial production, 
and tourism. There is also the possibility of job growth within the green energy sector. 
The Danish coast and nature are in high demand in relation to tourism. 54 % of tourist 
overnight stays in Denmark are in rural areas, according to an analysis from Kommunernes 
Landsforening. Tourism within Denmark is largely due to the popularity of holiday homes 
that are located in more rural areas.      

THE POLITICAL DEBATE AND SOLUTIONS

Dealings with the development of the outer areas of Denmark are highly debated and of-
ten a part of political platforms that is present across the parties in the Danish government 
and Folketing. As stated previously, solutions and goals have been presented throughout 
different governmental publications, especially in “Danmark i balance i en global verden.” 
Different solutions have been proposed and implemented to equalize development within 
Denmark. Some of the solutions include: creating greater local planning freedom for outer 

Top:  fig. 9 Danmark i balance i en global verden, Regeringen

danmark i balance 
i en global verden

September 2010RegeRingenRegeRingen
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areas within the planning act; decentralization of govern-
ment departments and relocation of jobs in the rural areas; 
distribution of public amenities like welfare centers, local 
police, and education; transition agriculture and fisheries to 
become smaller local, sustainable practices; and investment 
in both transportation and infrastructure through the whole 
country. 

Although many solutions have been presented in the 
Folketing, the most notable solution that has been imple-
mented is the decentralization of government jobs from the 
capital to the rest of the country. In october of 2015, it was 
announced that 3,900 government jobs would be relocat-
ed. In 2018 it was announced that an additional 4000 jobs 
would also be relocated. This relocation of employment 
has been met with both support and criticism. Almost all 
political parties agree on decentralization. However, they 
can differ greatly on how to accomplish decentralization. 
  

WORDS HAVE POWER 

Designating specific areas as outlying areas can create 
problems that were not already there. The terms used 
to identify the countryside have been growing in both 
negativity and frequency used from 2000-2017. These 
designations and names can create stigmas that make these 
areas be seen as something that they are not from an out-
sider and resident perspective. These negative terms can 
include: udkantsdanmark, yderområder, udkantsområder 
and den rådne banan (the rotten banana). More neutral 
words include: på landet, landdistrikter, landområder. In 
2000, negative terminology was used to describe the coun-
tryside 8% in the media. In 2004 it was used up to 23% 
and then peaked at 48% in 2010. However, since 2016, 
negative terminology has been used 25-30% of the time. 
It is important to acknowledge the power of words when 
creating a place’s image or perception.

YDEROMRÅDER 2014-2020

Municipalities: Bornholm, Frederikshavn, Guldborgsund, 
Hjørring, Jammerbugt, Langeland, Lolland, Læsø, Morsø, 
Norddjurs, Odsherred, Samsø, Skive, Slagelse, Struer, 
Svendborg, Sønderborg, Thisted, Tønder, Vesthimmerlands, 
Vordingborg, Ærø og Aabenraa.  

Islands: Agersø, Avernakø, Bjørnø, Bågø, Egholm, Endelave, 
Hjarnø, Lyø, Mandø, Nekselø, Omø, Orø, Sejerø, Tunø, Venø 
og Årø.

Her er fortællingen om, hvorfor det gik galt for den

såkaldte udkant, og hvordan den kan reddes
Årtiers forfejlet politisk fokus på kvantitet og standardisering af fødevarer har kvalt de

regionale islæt og grundlagt ’udkantens’ deroute. Af samme grund løser en håndfuld

akademiske, udflyttede arbejdspladser intetJacob Grønlykke
Dette er et debatindlæg. Indlægget er udtryk for skribentens egen holdning. Læs mere her

 MIA MOTTELSON

DEBAT
6. oktober 2018

Dette er et debatindlæg. Indlægget er udtryk for skribentens egen holdning. Læs mere her

Politik handler i sidste ende om menneskers måde at organisere sig på, og

politisk magt og indflydelse kræver derfor modet til at vende op og ned på det

enkelte menneskes livsvilkår med et højere formål for øje.
I dagligdagens politik er det imidlertid sjældent den slags omkalfatringer af

samfundet, vi er vidne til. Her drejer det sig mere om administrative

kalibreringer: Nedsættelse af bilafgifterne, udflytningen af Færdselsstyrelsen

18/12/2019, 09:49

Det mener partierne om Udkantsdanmark - Debatindlæg - Debat

Page 1 of 3

https://jyllands-posten.dk/debat/breve/ECE10005120/det-mener-partierne-om-udkantsdanmark/

Dette er et debatindlæg: Indlægget er udtryk for skribentens holdning. Alle holdninger, som kan udtrykkes inden for

straffelovens og presseetikkens rammer, er velkomne, og du kan også sende os din mening her

07.11.2017 KL. 13:00

Det mener partierne om Udkantsdanmark

Jyllands-Posten har bedt de 11 partier, der er opstillingsberettigede til Folketinget, om at forholde sig til en række kommunal- og

regionalpolitiske emner. Illustration: Lisbeth Birkholm.

TEMA: KOMMUNALVALG TEMA: UDKANT

Hvordan skal udkantsproblematikkerne

håndteres?

Socialdemokratiets politiske ordfører, Nicolai Wammen: Det skal være attraktivt at bo i

hele Danmark. Vi skal derfor stoppe den centralisering, der har fundet sted gennem mange år. Der

�

Forestillingen om et Udkantsdanmark er ikke et nyt
fænomen
Landdistrikterne bliver talt ned, og fordi Danmarks regioner er blevet til på et tegnebræt,

rummer de ingen social sammenhængskraft, ingen regional stolthed, intet fælles ansvar.

Blandt andet derfor vokser ’udkantiseringen’
Gunnar Lind Haase Svendsen
Dette er et debatindlæg. Indlægget er udtryk for skribentens egen holdning. Læs mere her

Den klassiske, landbrugsbaserede landsby døde stort set i løbet af 1960’erne med bl.a. massenedlæggelser af

andelsmejerier. Og siden Kommunalreformen i 2007 har ’fritidslandsbyen’ også lidt nød landet over med

nedlæggelser af skoler, børnehaver, biblioteker, landbetjentstillinger osv.
 JOACHIM ADRIAN

DEBAT
1. august 2017
Dette er et debatindlæg. Indlægget er udtryk for skribentens egen holdning. Læs mere herJeg foretog for flere år siden et interview med en ældre gårdmand på Mors. I

interviewet berettede han om sin barndom i den lille landsby Karby på

Top:  fig. 10 Article cover from Information.dk
Middle:  fig. 11 Article cover from jyllands-posten.dk/
Bottom:  fig. 12 Article cover from Information.dk
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Introduction

PROJECT BREAKDOWN and GOALS

BACKGROUND RESEARCH
understand small town sustainability
research planning policy and trends in Denmark
read about trends and perceptions of life in the “rural” districts of Denmark

OPEN COMMUNICATION WITH A MUNICIPALITY
open a line of communication with a municipality that is considered an outlying area
become familiar with the goals and wishes for the future expressed by the municipality
decide on a site based on municipality goals for future development

STUDY VISITS
visit and absorb qualities of the town and municipality 
explore the chosen site and surrounding, supporting areas

DESIGN GOALS AND STRATEGIES
develop site specific strategies in creating a socially sustainable neighborhood
develop design principles in creating an ecological minded livable environment
incorporate goals set by the municipality for future development

SITE SPECIFIC PLANNING PROJECT 
use the goals and strategies to create a project that is specific to the site and municipality
create a nice place to live and work

LIVABILITY
a nice place to live, work 

and visit.

SUSTAINABILITY
ecologically, socially, and 
green mobility friendly.

EVERYDAY
SUSTAINABILITY
NEIGHBORHOOD
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BORNHOLM:
the sunshine island
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Bornholm: the sunshine island

WELCOME TO BORNHOLM
Introduction to the Island of Bornholm

Bornholm, lovingly known as Solskinsøen, is a Danish island situated in the Baltic Sea east 
of Denmark and just south of Sweden. The island has a population of 39 695 inhabitants, 
excluding those who live on Ethnolmene, an archipelago northeast of Bornholm. It has 
a total area of about 588km2. The majority of the population lives in towns and villages 
dotted along the coastline. The coastal location of these settlements provided good sailing 
opportunities and provided opportunities for economic stability and trade. Overall the 
towns are characterized by low-rise buildings, with older quarters having small houses 
densely built together and new quarters, in general, being more spaciously built. 

The largest city on Bornholm is Rønne which lies on the southwestern side of Bornholm. 
There are 13 723 people who call the city home; it is also here where several important 
functions are located, such as a hospital, gymnasium, power plant, adult education insti-
tution, and the regional newspaper Bornholms Tidende. Rønne has a large industrial and 
passanger port that offers ferrys with connections to Køge (DK), Ystad (SE), Świnoujście 
(PL), and Sassnits (DE). Just 5km southwest of the city is where Bornholm Airport is locat-
ed with a passenger route to Copenhagen. The second-largest city on the island is Nexø or 
Neksø; it has one of the most important and largest fishing ports in the Baltic Sea. Other 
notable towns include Svaneke, Gudhjem, Aakirkeby, and Allinge.

Traditional agriculture and fisheries have been an important part of Bornholm’s industrial 
activities. Geological raw material extraction used to play a larger role in Bornholm’s econ-
omy, but the practice has declined since the 1990s. The reasoning is that there has been 
a depletion of resources and a strong interest in conservation. Tourism has also played a 
large role in the island’s economy since the late 1800s. However, Bornholm is more than 
just farming, fishing, and tourism. The food industry and creative firms have space for 
development and flourish. Other sectors include; energy and water supply, construction, 
hospitality, restaurants, retail, transport, telecommunications, financing, business services, 
public and private service, etc.   

One of Bornholm’s most defining characteristics is its unique and varied landscapes. In 
northern Bornholm, the landscape is high and hill, with a fissure valley in the bedrock. 
Here the land rises from the coast up to 100 meters about sea level. In the southern part 
of Bornholm, the landscape is slightly undulating towards the southwest. In the central 
part of the island, the hilly landscape is high. It is here where the island’s highest point, 
Rytterknægten, is located, which is 162 meters above sea level. The coastline varies in 
landscape from steep rocky coasts, sandy beaches to dune areas. The island has very 
few lakes, but it has many bogs. It is important to note that there are only about a dozen 
mammal species on the island compared to the known 49 found in the rest of the country. 
The largest predator on the island is the fox. The vegetation is lush and is home to several 
unusual plants such as pale blue anemone and black asplenium. Bornholm also has Den-
mark’s third-largest forest; 1/5 of Bornholm is covered by forest.

Bornholm’s coastal climate is characterized by the Baltic Sea. It has late cold springs and 
warm autumns. It gets its name Solskinsøen, meaning The Sunshine Island, from its sum-
mers with many hours of sunshine. Due to its large height differences, the central part of 
the island receives 30% more rainfall than the coastal areas. 

Top:  fig. 13 Snow in Rønne, DK; Stefan Asp.
Bottom: fig. 14 Hammeren, Allinge,DK
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RØNNE

NEXØ

HASLE

GUDHJEM

HAMMEREN

ALLINGE-SANDVIG
SANDKÅS

TEJN

DUEODDE

SVANEKE

AAKIRKEBY

MELSTED

BODERNE
SNOGEBÆK

BALKA

ÅRSDALE

LISTED
BØLSHAVN

TOTAL POPULATION: 39 572
RØNNE: 12 887

NEXØ: 3 644
AAKITKEBY: 2 083

HASLE: 1 622
ALLINGE-SANDVIG: 1489

SVANEKE: 1 078

PEDERSKER

ØSTERMARIE

NYLARS

SORTHAT-MULEBY

KLEMENSKER

LOBBÆK

ØSTERLARS

VESTERMARIE
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Bornholm: the sunshine island

WELCOME TO BORNHOLM
A Brief History of Bornholm

early 1900s

8600 BCE 1968 CE

3900 BCE

890 CE

1000 CE

1070 CE

1200 CE

1200 CE

1250 CE

1300 CE

1525 - 1575 CE

1645 CE

1658 CE

1658 CE

1753 CE

1940 CE

1945 CE

1940 - 1945 CE

1946 CEBornholms railroad is 
established. 

First real inhabitants are 
document to arrive on 
Bornholm and were in 
hunter-gather societies. 

Final journey of 
Bornholms railroad 
between Rønne and 
Nexø. �e railway 
network is ended and 
removed. 

Arrival of farming 
practice to the island.

Bornholm is mention in 
an account as indepen-
dent Viking kingdom 
having their own king. 

Christianity is 
introduced to Bornholm.

Bornholm becomes part 
of the Danish Kingdom.

�e construction of 
Bornholm’s iconic round 
churches that also 
function as a fortress 

Aakirkeyby is �rst 
mentioned as a town. 

Hammershus is built by 
King Valdemar Sejr and 
Archbishop Anders 
Sunesen.

�e former �shing 
villages of Rønne, Nexø, 
Hasle and Svaneke are 
given the status of 
market towns.

Bornholm is granted to 
Lübeckerne for 50 years 
by Fredrik I.

Sweden conquers 
Bornholm and later 
returns Bornholm to the 
Danish kingdom. 

Bornholm is ceded to 
Sweden as demanded by 
the Treaty of Roskilde 
along with  Blekinge,  
Bohuslän (Båhuslen), 
Skåne, Trøndelag, and  
Halland

Bornholmers revolt 
against the Swedish 
leadership and rejoins 
the Kingdom of 
Denmark.

Hammerhus is 
abandoned and building 
materials from the castle 
is used as recycled 
building materials 
through out the island . 

Inauguration of the 
airport with daily �ights 
to København. 

German forces refused to 
leave Bornholm which lead 
to the bombings of Rønne 
and Nexø by the Soviet 
Union. After the exit of 
Germany lead to the Soviet 
Occupation of Bornholm.

Occupation of Denmark 
by Nazi Germany. 

Soviet forces leave 
Bornholm.  Sweden gifts 
wooden homes to 
Bornholm in response to 
the heavy bombings 

Bornholm has a rich history that can be traced back to pre-
history. Since prehistoric times, it has been inhabited with 
the oldest evidence of human settlement dating as far back 
as 9000-8000 BCE. The island is one of the most archae-
ologically illuminating areas in Denmark. There is nowhere 
else in the country that can compare to the many different 
types of ancient monuments. These monuments include 
dolmens from 3500-3300 BCE, burial chambers, flint tools, 
burial mounds from the bronze age, rock carvings, and 
iron age fortifications. During the 5th and 6th century CE, 
a Germanic Burgundian tribe lived on the island and later 
Vikings. 

Throughout history, Bornholm has been held an important 
strategic position. The struggle for control over the island 
can be seen as far back as the 9th-12th century where 
there was a battle for the island between Germanic Danes 
and the Slavic Wends. Following the coming of Christi-
anity, a large part of the island was under the rule of the 
Archbishopric of Lund. This cause armed tensions between 
the Danish royal governors and the Archbishopric of Lund. 
During the 14th and 15th century the island sovereign-
ty was taken over by merchants from Lübeck, Germany. 
Later the island changed hands to both Denmark then to 
Sweden. Following an uprising of the islanders against the 
swedes, the island turned Danish again. Under World War 
II, Bornholm was first invaded by the Germans then occu-
pied by the Russian forces after the defeat of the Axis pow-
ers. They did not leave the island until 5 april 1946, almost 
a year after the end of the war in the rest of Denmark.

Bornholm municipality is looking towards the future with 
investments in its economy and sustainable living goals. 
There are discussions on making the island run almost on 
renewable energy and becoming an example to the rest of 
Denmark on sustainable living with its UNSDG Goals and 
Bright Green Island initiative.  
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The data is taken from 
official government websites 
from the national to the lo-
cal level. The numbers help 
to illustrate different aspects 
of life on Bornholm from a 
quantitative perspective. 

Bornholm: the sunshine island

TRENDS
Population and Migration Trends
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Source: Danmarks Statistik; www.statistikbanken.dk Source: Danmarks Statistik; www.statistikbanken.dk

Source: Danmarks Statistik; www.statistikbanken.dk
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54,22%
Row and pair houses

61%
Detached houses

1%
Kollegier

11%
Multi-story dwellings

Housing types
Municipality: Bornholm

Bornholm: the sunshine island

TRENDS
Economy, education and life style
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20,98%
Single men

26,96%
Single women

35,70%
Married couples

10,39%
Other couples

5,95%

Other households including 
more than 1 Family

0,02%
Childern under 18 
not living with parents

Household types
Municipality: Bornholm |  2019 

Source: Danmarks Statistik; www.statistikbanken.dkSource: Danmarks Statistik; www.statistikbanken.dk

Source: Danmarks Statistik; www.statistikbanken.dk Source: Danmarks Statistik; www.statistikbanken.dk

Housing types
Municipality: Bornholm

22 880
workforce on Bornholm 
(2019)

21%
of workforce above 60 
years in 2031

8%
less people in the 
workforce in 2031

Source: Bornholmerdata; www.bornholmerdata.info

Household types
Municipality: Bornholm |  2019 

Highest completed education (15-69 years) 
Municipality: Bornholm |  2019 

Average number of employed
Municipality: Bornholm |  2014-2019 
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Bornholm: the sunshine island

THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
Economy and industries on Bornholm

The business environment on Bornholm is diverse and is more than just fish, agriculture, 
and tourism. Food production, crafts, entrepreneurship in sustainability, and creative 
companies are among the many different industries on Bornholm. Typically on Bornholm, 
companies are small to medium-sized with less than 20 employees. There are only about 
20 private companies that have more than 50 employees. The largest employer on the 
island is, in fact, Bornholm’s Regional Municipality with 3 800 employees. The largest 
workplace is Bornholm’s Hospital, with 600 employees.

Agriculture and commercial fishing, although two of the traditional large industry on the 
island, have been reduced in fishing and fewer jobs in agriculture during the last decade. 
The traditional large industries of Bornholm are agriculture, commercial fishing, the ex-
traction of geological resources, and tourism. 

AGRICULTURE AND COMMERCIAL FISHING

Traditionally agriculture and fishing have been an essential part of Bornholm’s economy. 
About 10 % of employed people work in agriculture and fishing. About 2/3 of the island 
is cultivated. Production is concentrated in grains, seeds, pigs, and poultry. Bornholm has 
few large farms and has many small farms scattered around the island. Commercial fishing 
and shipping once played an important role in the economy and employment of Bornholm. 
Herring was the fish in the industry. Smoked herring was a large export of the island. Since 
the 1990s has been downsized due to competition and fish conditions.  
 

GEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

For many decades Bornholm had many quarries that extracted geological resources like 
sandstone, granite, and clay. There are many abandoned quarries and quarry lakes spread 
across Bornholm. However, since the 1990s, there has been a decline due to resource 
depletion and conservation interests. 

TOURISM

Tourism is of great importance to the island and has been for over a century. It was 
recognized as the second-best holiday island in Europe by Conde Nast Traver in 2019. 
Bornholm offers experiences in both the nature destinations and important historical sites. 
It has over 250 km of cycle paths. It is frequent mostly by Danes, Swedes, and Germans.

50%
Private service

4%
Primary occupations

29%
Public service

11%
Industrial Production

6%
Construction

Employment industries
Municipality: Bornholm |  2012

Top Left:  fig. 15 Air photo of Klippeløkken, Bornholmske billeder
Top Right: fig. 16 The rock in Almindingen; Bornholm’s Ø archive 

Bottom: fig.17  North fillet; Bornholms Museum 

Employment industries
Municipality: Bornholm |  2012

Source: Bornholms Erhvervsservice; www.bornholm.biz
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Bornholm: the sunshine island

FUTURE VISIONS and GOALS
Sustainable development on the Island

THE MUNICIPAL PLAN

About every four years, Bornholm’s Regional Municipality 
develops and publishes a municipal plan. This document 
encompasses the physical framework for the desired devel-
opment of Bornholm as established by the municipal coun-
cil. It contains the municipal council’s overall political goals 
for regional development, in addition to guidelines and 
framework for how these goals will be realized. The plan 
also includes an account of past and future development of 
the topics covered in the new plan. This documentation is 
the link between national and regional vision and goals for 
the future development of Denmark. Topics covered in the 
municipal plan include public services, housing, construc-
tion, business, traffic, supply, recreation and outdoor life, 
nature protection, and environmental protection. One area 
the municipality has put a great deal of attention on is that 
Bornholm must be an attractive place to live, work, and 
travel to but in harmony with the island’s beautiful urban 
settlements and unique nature. 

In regards to urban development, the municipal plan calls 
for towns to play to their strengths. Rønne is the municipal 
center and home to most of the general functions that 
serve all of Bornholm like, regional traffic connections, re-
gional educational institutions, and hospitals. With its large 
population, it is also a significant generator for the island’s 
jobs, trades, and services. The larger industrial and commer-
cial towns with more than 600 inhabitants like Nexø are to 
be given opportunities in urban development that ensure 
future expansion. The small residential towns with less 
than 600 inhabitants are small communities that need to 
be able to thrive but at the same time be preserved. The 
open country, in principle, must be kept free, and devel-
opment in this area must be in accordance with the rural 
zone guidelines. Urban transformation in the large ports in 
Rønne, as well as the larger towns, is an important aspect 
of the urban development on Bornholm. 

Nature and landscape conservation is an important aspect 
of the municipal plan due to the unique nature Bornholm 
has to offer. Goals to achieve this includes: Protect and 
nurture the unique, irreplaceable, and vulnerable nature; 
persevere and strengthen ecological connections and bio-
diversity of flora and fauna; care for valuable habitats; and 
revise planning based on nature conservation strategies. 
Like many coastlines in Denmark, the coastal zone has a 
protection that was established to maintain and improve 
the natural landscape and recreational values. This means 
that special care must be given, and guidelines must be met 
for development on the coastline to occur. Other types of 
protection include forest protection and cultural heritage 
protection.

BORNHOLMERMÅLENE 

FREM MOD 2035
ArbejdsnotAt 
Udvælgelse Af områder til store vindmøller i på bornholm

vindmøller på bornholm

Vi investerer i din fremtid

DEN EUROPÆISKE UNION
Den Europæiske Fondfor Regionaludvikling

Kommuneplan 2009
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Top:  fig. 18 Kommuneplan 2009; Bornholms Regionskommune
Middle:  fig. 19 Bright Green Island Visionen; Bright Green Island
Bottom:  fig. 20 Vindmøller; Bornholms Regionskommune
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When looking into the future, Bornholm’s Regional Municipality recognizes the importance 
of integrating ecological and sustainable practices into its municipal plan to achieve its 
goal of harmony between the landscape and the people of Bornholm. The vision for Bright 
Green Island was introduced in 2008. The goal is for Bornholm to become a sustainable 
and climate-friendly island community. They are working towards being CO2 neutral by 
2025 and a zero-emissions community by 2035. The vision established eight goals that 
were inspired by the UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals. Bright Green Island was 
developed by a group of Bornholmers who created the eight goals through a series of 
meetings and workshops. In 2018 the eight goals for sustainable development on Born-
holm were adapted as a common benchmark vision for the municipality. Under each of the 
eight overall goals have several specific goals and initiatives to achieve the main goal.  

 The 8 Bornholm goals:

 1. Makes sustainability a good business. (8, 9, 11)
 2. Bornholm will be held accountable for its green changes. (17)
 3. Bornholm will be an example of a climate-friendly society. (7, 9)
 4. Bornholm will increase its green mobility on land. (9)
 5. Connect sustainability and housing with cultural identity. (8)
 6. Become a  beacon for sustainable Danish food. (2)
 7. Make natural wealth a part of the bottom line. (13, 14)
 8. When I am on Bornholm, I am a part of Bright Green Island. (13, 17)

Within these main eight goals, there are supporting sustainable guidelines and goals. 
These goals focus on a range from creating more jobs in the green energy sector to a 
transition to electric vehicles on the island to the production of ecological food products. 
A number of these goals have transitioned to legislation that has or is to be voted on at 
the municipal level. In recent legislation, there has been a push to establish more windmills 
throughout the island. Some proposals located windmills on the land, while others call for 
offshore windmills. However, there has been much debate whether Bornholm should erect 
more windmills and where they should be placed.

The 8 Bornholm goals, although largely focused on sustainable development, are also 
about making sure Bornholm develops as an attractive, sustainable, robust, and self-sus-
taining society. The goals recognize that Bornholm is already a whole cohesive mini-com-
munity. Bornholmers live in close proximity to each other, nature, and the sea. This 
proximity creates a closeness and opportunity to become a climate-friendly island.

These goals have been taken into consideration throughout the entire process of this 
master’s degree project.

fig. 21 UN sustainable development goals; United Nations
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‘Bornholm: the sunshine island’

MAPPING BORNHOLM
Map: Elevation and height curves

forest

height curve 2,5 meters
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Bornholm: the sunshine island

MAPPING BORNHOLM
Map: Water bodies and waterways

forest

pond / lake 

streams
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Bornholm: the sunshine island

MAPPING BORNHOLM
Map: Landzones and  Byzones
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Bornholm: the sunshine island

MAPPING BORNHOLM
Map: Roads and public transit
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Bornholm: the sunshine island

MAPPING BORNHOLM
Map: Protected nature sites

coastal protection

forest protection
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Bornholm: the sunshine island

MAPPING BORNHOLM
Map: Historical and tourist sites
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Bornholm: the sunshine island

VISITING BORNHOLM
Study Trip Photos

Top:  fig. 26 Østerlars Church, Østerlars
Bottom: fig. 27 The Harbor in Gudhjem

Top:  fig. 22 Hammershus, Allinge
Middle: fig. 23 Døndalen Waterfall
Bottom Left: fig. 24 Row houses, Nexø
Bottom Right: fig. 25 Kayak club slipway, Nexø
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Top:  fig. 28 Hammeren Fyr, Allinge
Bottom: fig. 29 Hammerhus, Allinge

Top:  fig. 30 Sheep near Opalsøen, Allinge
Middle: fig. 31 Opalsøen and Hammersøen, Allinge
Bottom Left: fig. 32 Goats on Hammeren, Allinge
Bottom Right: fig. 33 Rokkestenen, Paradisbakkerne
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Orientating Nexø

HEJ NEXØ! 
Introduction to the town of Nexø 

Nexø is Bornholm’s second largest town and Eastern Bornholm’s old capital. It is Born-
holm’s largest fishing port and is one of the most important fishing ports in the Baltic Sea. 
Nexø is sheltered by westerly winds and lies along the eastern coast. The town is located 
28 km east of the Municipal seat and the largest city of Bornholm, Rønne. There was also 
a railway connection between Nexø and Rønne, but it was removed during the dissolu-
tion of Bornholm’s railway in 1968. Nexø also lies adjacent to one of the most important 
tourist routes, 158, which is one of the roads that run along the island’s coastline. The old 
eastern capital has a total of 3 654 inhabitants. 

Nexø’s terrain is predominately flat and below 15 meters. However, towards the west, 
the terrain lifts upward towards Paradisbakkerne (the Paradise Hills). Although the town is 
mostly known for being a port city, Nexø has an active, lively city center with retail, restau-
rants, and other businesses. Within the town center, the buildings are densely built with 
multistory buildings and houses. Outside the center, there are neighborhoods of detached 
homes. In the northwest, there is a medium-sized primary school and sports park. The 
industrial business areas are located both in the north and south of the city. But primarily, 
the industrial areas are infill near the harbor.  

The town of Nexø began as the fishing village for the Bodilsker parish. In the middle ages, 
a chapel was built as an annex for the church in Bodil. It was not until 1364 when the 
town established market town rights. The town’s main exports were herring and agricul-
ture products and were also known for producing good beer. 

The town was burnt down for the first time by the Lübeckers in the 1500s and was 
then later plundered by the Swedes in 1645. During the 18th century, Nexø thrived and 
expanded with the export of fish and sandstone that was shipped to Copenhagen. North 
of the city, a sandstone quarry was established by Frederik V in 1754. The good stone was 
sent to Copenhagen, and waste stone was used for construction locally. The sandstone 
quarry continued to help with the expansion of Nexø and strengthened the relationship 
between Nexø and Copenhagen. In the 1800s, the business sector grew to include, 
among other things, boat building, iron foundry, and the Eastern Bornholm Steamship 
Company, with daily sails to Copenhagen. 

During World War II, Nexø was subjected to violent bombings by Soviet forces in the 
process of forcing out the Germans from the island. The city center around the harbor was 
completely destroyed. 856 houses were damaged during the bombings, with 175 demol-
ished. After the war, Sweden gave Nexø 75 wooden houses as a gift to help rebuild the 
city. The port was also expanding after the intense bombings during the war. It created a 
home for a fishery that grew enormously from the 1960s. In 1970 Nexø municipality was 
established by merging the parish municipalities of Bodilsker, Ibsker, and the market towns 
municipalities of Nexø and Svaneke. However, in 2003 the municipality was merged with 
the Bornholm municipalities to form Bornholm’s Regional Municipality. 

Today fishing has become limited due to supply and protection legislation in the Baltic 
Sea. The Agriculture University has a research and teaching center in aquaculture, and The 
Academy of Fine Arts’ Design School is located to the north. In an old furniture factory, a 
business park has been developed for sustainable entrepreneur venturers.

Top:  fig. 34 Satellite photo over Nexø; Styrelsen for 
 dataforsyning og effektivisering
Bottom: fig. 35 Nexø Church
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Orientating Nexø

NEXØ THROUGH TIME
Introduction to the town of Nexø 

Top:  fig. 36 Summer party 1969; Algot Lindau Rasmussen
Middle: fig. 37 Ice Skating on Ferskesø; Nexø Musemum
Bottom: fig. 38 Nexø Torv; Bornholmske Billeder

Top:  fig. 39 Bombing in Nexø; Johannes Hammer
Middle: fig. 40 King Christian X in Nexø torv; Bornholmske Billeder
Bottom: fig. 41 Nexø Harbor; Engineer OH Nicolajsen
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Orientating Nexø

THE TOWN’S VISUAL CHARACTER
Introduction to the town of Nexø 

Top Left:  fig. 42 Swedish Wooden Houses
Bottom Left: fig. 43 North Fillet from Strandparken
Top Right: fig. 44 Strandgade
Middle Left: fig. 45 Parked fishing boats in Nexø Harbor

Top:  fig. 39 Bombing in Nexø; Johannes Hammer
Middle: fig. 40 King Christian X in Nexø torv; Bornholmske Billeder
Bottom: fig. 41 Nexø Harbor; Engineer OH Nicolajsen

Middle Right:  fig. 46 Nexø Gammel Røgeri
Bottom Left: fig. 47 Bornholms Konservesfabrik
Bottom Right: fig. 48 Art Instillation in Strandparken
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Orientating Nexø

MAPPING NEXØ
Blue and green structure
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Orientating Nexø

MAPPING NEXØ
Public facilities and assets
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Orientating Nexø

MAPPING
Public transportation and bike paths
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Orientating Nexø

MAPPING
Areas marked for development
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Orientating Nexø

DEVELOPING NEXØ 
Overview of development strategies and visions

Nexø is designated as a major business and commercial city. Therefore the city must 
function as a local center. Opportunities for development for residential, business, and 
commercial opportunities are essential aspects for development within Nexø. Already, the 
city has a large selection of grocery and retail stores that attract people from all over east-
ern Bornholm. Developments in the city can help ensure a greater supply of jobs, retail, 
and public and private sectors that support the city and surrounding areas. Bornholm’s 
Regional Municipality has marked areas to be developed as a part of their urban renewal 
plan for Bornholm and already has projects in the design phase. 

As an old port city, Nexø has many considerable opportunities due to the relationship of 
the harbor and the city, decline in fishing, and extensive infrastructure. The port area is 
one of the city’s most attractive areas. In 2009, the municipal council adopted a devel-
opment plan for the town center and harbor of Nexø. One of the conditions is that the 
harbor must continue to function as a significant fishing, commercial, and traffic port in 
the Baltic Sea. There is room for transformation in urban areas that are no longer used in 
connection to the port. An improved relationship between the town center and the harbor 
was also a part of the development plan. A strong connection between these two charac-
teristics, the old town, and the harbor, would provide new opportunities for town business 
development and increase the town’s attractive value. The town would then have contact 
with the water and would receive benefits both for the town and the harbor. 

The town center is already densely developed. Therefore there are not many opportuni-
ties to expand building development in this particular area. There are a couple of plots in 
the northwest of the city, where it is possible to create attractive housing developments. 
One of these designated sites is ‘bakkebyen’, the location of this master’s degree project. 
‘Bakkebyen’ is on a hill, here it is possible to develop an attractive neighborhood with 
views down to the city and the sea. It also has access to the recreational green ring that 
surrounds the northern part of the town. 

THE URBAN RENEWAL PROGRAM

A five-year urban renewal period was enacted in 2018 where it is possible to receive 
funds for projects in the renewal of the town in Nexø. The main goal of this program is to 
support and develop Nexø as a balanced work and housing city with a diverse cultural and 
leisure life. The development is focused on Nexø’s port areas. There are seven areas of 
action defined in the urban renewal program.

 Areas of Action:

 1. Branding and communication
 2. Coherence and activities between city center and port
 3. Beach and harbor promenade with water activities
 4. Culture and citizens’ house
 5. Center and traffic planning
 6. Nexø Torv
 7. Relocation to Nexø new housing projects

fig. 49 Nexø harbor entrance
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Together with citizen involvement groups, the munici-
pality is developing strategies, plans, and visions for the 
areas designated for development. Some of these visions 
have been further explored in project vision sketches and 
proposals. 

NEXØ MOLE PROPOSED PROJECT VISION

The Nexø mole is a transformation project for the northern 
part of the harbor made in collaboration with the munic-
ipality, Nexø Havn A/S, MOE, and PLH Architects. It was 
proposed as a new addition to the many attractions of 
Bornholm. It is a building intervention that would re-pur-
pose some of the old industrial buildings. The primary pub-
lic function of this transformation is to provide a gathering 
place for public life which includes: citizen service center, 
library, hotel, gallery, tourist information, and market hall. It 
was also proposed that the Jernbanemuseum is relocated 
within the Mole’s programing. The existing skate park will 
be preserved but with small interventions to increase ac-
tivity level within the skate park. Restaurants, cafes, shops, 
or showrooms would also be a part of the programming. A 
harbor bath has also been a considered addition to the site. 

NEXØ STRANDPARKEN VISION SKETCHES

For Nexø strandparken, it is in the research and vision 
phase. The vision sketches were made in collaboration with 
a working group, Bronholm’s Regional Municipality, and 
the architecture firm Hasløv og Kjærsgaard. The sketches 
illustrate a wide range of water activities, including a beach, 
promenade, and facilities for water activities. The next step 
for this project is a dialogue with the Coastal Directorate 
and to seek funding to realize this vision. Construction 
work on Strandparken is expected to begin in 2021-2022.  

Top:  fig. 50 Nexø Mole; PHL Architects
Bottom:  fig. 51 Nexø Havn Visionsskitse; Hasløv og Kjærsgaard 
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The Site: Skovbakken

THE SITE UPON A HILL 
Introduction to the project site

Bakkebyen, the site, is located in the outskirts of the north-
ern part of  Nexø. It is just outside the current urban zone 
designation for the town of Nexø; however, the land has 
been marked for transfer to the urban zone. It lies between 
Route 158, a heavily trafficked coastal road that stretches 
from Nexø to Allinge, agricultural fields, and Ibskervej. The 
land for the project is old agricultural land that the munici-
pality has deemed as not being of significant value. It slopes 
up towards Paradisbakkerene, providing views of the city 
and sea below. There are a small group of trees surround-
ing the old agriculture field. For this project, two different 
plots that have been marked for development have been 
combined. Bakkebyen makes up the majority of the project 
site, but it is combined with the forested industrial plot of 
Bornholm’s Konservesfabrik. Between the two plots is a 
protected green recreational corridor that will be preserved, 
and a connection between the two plots will be proposed.

The site is divided into three different landscape types old 
agricultural land, planted forest area, and industrial brown-
field. The site intersects with the protected green corridor 
that has a dual function of being an ecologically diverse 
wetland and a recreational path that gently weaves through 
the landscape.

In terms of the urban fabric, it is disconnected due to the 
forested industrial area and the recreational green ring. 
To the west of bakkebyen there is a detached housing 
development. To the south, you have Bornholm’s Kon-
servesfabrik’s old factory building that is now left empty. 
Just north of the old factory building is Det Kongelige 
Danske Kunstakademis Bornholm campus for glass and 
ceramic crafts. On the other side of Route 158 are Nexø 
camping, Stenbrudssøen, and the baltic sea. Stenbrudssøen 
presently functions as a fishing spot but once was a sand-
stone quarry established by King Frederik V in 1754. North 
on Route 158, a couple of houses line the road before the 
end of Nexø, and then the route continues onward towards 
Aarsdale. 

.

Top:  Fig. 52 Old agriculture field
Middle: Fig. 53 Green recreational corridor
Bottom: Fig. 54 Bornholm’s Konservesfabrik

.
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The Site

MAPPING
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The Site
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The Site

DIALOGUE WITH THE MUNICIPALITY
Excerpts of dialogue with the municipality 

Here are some excerpts of 
the notes I took during my 
meeting with urban planners 
at Bornholm’s Regional 
Municipality. They provided 
insight and knowledge on 
both this particular site and 
Bornholm as a whole. They 
shared their future vision of 
a future Bornholm. 

THERE IS A NEED 
OF DIVERSITY 

IN HOUSING ON 
BORNHOLM.

300 TO 400 RESIDENCE WILL BE 
NEEDED ON BORNHOLM IN THE 

COMING YEARS.

TOURISM IS BIG. THERE 
CAN BE 40,000 TOURIST 
ON BORNHOLM AT ONE 

TIME.

BORNHOLM IS A 
MICRO-SOCIETY.

EVERYTHING BUT IN 
SMALLER SCALE. 

NEW TYPES OF 
ARCHITECTURE IS 

WELCOMED. 
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The Site

HISTORICAL LANDMARKS 
Photographs of the site and surrounding areas throughout time

Top:  fig. 55 Fredriks stenbrud; unknown
Middle: fig. 56 Bornholm’s Konservesfabrik; Nexø Museum
Bottom: fig. 57 Bornholm’s Konservesfabrik; Bornholmske Billeder

Top:  fig. 58 Fredriks stenbrud; unknown
Middle: fig. 59 Stenbrudssøen
Bottom: fig. 60 Bornholm’s Konservesfabrik; Bornholms Tidende
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The Site

THE SITE’S VISUAL CHARACTER
Introduction to the town of Nexø 

Top:  fig. 61 Allotment gardens
Bottom: fig. 62 Swans swimming in the bathing pond
Top Right: fig. 63 The old agricultural field 

Middle Left:  fig. 64 the  dirt road by the old factory building 
Middle Right: fig. 65 Stone wall in the green corridor
Bottom Left: fig. 66 KADK’s sheds
Bottom Right: fig. 67 Bornholms Konservesfabrik
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Top:  fig. 68 Front Entrance of Bornholms Konservesfabrik
Bottom: fig. 69 Wetland pound

Top:  fig. 70 Swans swimming in the bathing pond
Middle: fig. 71 Recreational path
Bottom: fig. 72 Back of Bornholms Konservesfabrik
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Nature Nexus

VISIONS
The Overall Vision & Strategies

During the course of the analysis process and initial 
brainstorm phase, a series of 3 fundamental visions were 
decided on. These visions were further developed into 
strategies that were integrated into the design proposal. 
Each vision is a part of different sustainable aspects; social 
sustainability, cultural preservation, economic sustainability, 
and ecological practices.

People-centric design:

All design decisions are based on needs illustrated by 
the municipality, research, inhabitants, and sociological 
philosophies of people’s lives in cities. The new neighbor-
hood should be a place that offers opportunities for social 
amongst residents of the neighborhood, Nexø, Bornholm, 
and visitors. The new amenities added to the site are to be 
accessible to all.  

Preserve, protect & innovate:

Preserve and protect important heritage landmarks, land 
types, nature, and cultural wealth of the town of Nexø. It is 
important to remember that the neighborhood is an addi-
tion to the urban fabric and should not take away from the 
lively old town center. Explore new approaches to diversify 
housing typology. Repurpose buildings where possible. 

Sustainable materials & practices:
Be sensitive to materiality choice. Pick building materials 
that are sustainable and used in the local and regional 
building processes. Promote soft and hard sustainable 
urban design strategies to use in this proposal and future 
proposals. 

PEOPLE-CENTRIC DESIGN

PRESERVE, PROTECT & 
INNOVATE

SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS 
& PRACTICES
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Nature Nexus

STRATEGIES
The Overall Vision & Strategies

Social sustainability:
◦    meeting and gathering places throughout the design

◦    varying scales for different ranges of intimacy

◦    active and staying functions

◦    age specific design for particular functions

◦    opportunities for blending of different groups

◦    be inviting for residents, bornholmers and for visitors

Diversity of housing:
◦    have different types of homes, detached, pair house,    
      row house, apartments, and live/work.

◦    provide specialty housing for certain groups; senior   
      collective, student accommodation, and youth housing. 

◦    varying sizes and levels.

Mobility:
◦    pedestrian and bike paths throughout the design.

◦    connect public transit to the site with a new bus stop. 

◦    provide parking and charging stations for electric vehi- 
     cles and car sharing services. 

Materiality:
◦    use wood construction for majority of the buildings. It     
      is both sustainable and is already apart of the character     
      in Nexø.

◦   use bricks it is a local material that is used throughout  
      Denmark and southern Sweden.

Proximity to nature:
◦    bring the blue and the green from the surroundings through the site using water interventions and green connection   
      throughout the entire proposal.
 
◦    create connections with the surround recreational corridor, planted forest, and agricultural fields.

◦    provide areas for functions that encourage human engagement with nature, planting, harvesting, and conservation. Ex-  
      amples of this include winter garden, community gardens, nature learning center, recreational forest, sustainable learning  
      and  community center, and pastured animals. 
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Nature Nexus

OVERALL PLANNING STRATEGY
The Overall Vision & Strategies

An overall strategy was created using the developed strat-
egies, the site visit analysis, and the municipal framework. 
The following strategies are the basis of the site’s physical 
connection within itself and with its surroundings:

◦    extend the green and the blue structure. 

◦    create important nodes throughout the site to encour-
     age movement.

◦    connect and extend the existing foot paths.

◦    close the traffic loop around the site, make it more  
     accessible.

◦    design a landscape barrier around the new development 
     to create a more gradual transition between the urban 
     and the agriculture.

housing

landscape barrier landscape barrier

water connection

water 
connecti
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water connection

recreation

recreation
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repurpose 
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mixed use
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Nature Nexus

LAND USE
Design strategies

from subdivided plots with villa
Subdivided plots with villas is the predominate housing 
type in the suburban areas of Nexø. They are fenced 
off and the urban green is behind property lines. 

to building clusters with greenery
The buildings are organized in a cluster. Each cluster fea-
tures a green-zone that is shared between the neighbors 
and public. These green-zones are the “green hearts” of 
the community.

from existing agriculture
The existing agriculture and property lines divide the 
landscape.

to streets
The streets are shaped using the existing landscape 
lines creating a connection to its past use.
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Nature Nexus

ZONING 
Design strategies

unused agricultural land
Inaccessible farmland located on the edge of the urban 
fabric. Was determined to be not particularly valuable 
agriculture land by the municipality. 

mixed use
Land becomes mixed use, mostly a housing area.
Provides important facilities to add to the city with an 
increase of population. 

inaccessible forest
Area is overgrown, paths are inaccessible. Area marked 
for new housing area by municipality. 

recreational forest
Trees and brush cleared to create a recreational forest, 
with animals, nature center, and picnic areas. 
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DETACHED HOME 
and LIVE/WORK

There are a few detached homes in the master plan. 
This is the most popular housing type on Bornholm. 
There are already many of these types of housing 
options available in Nexø. Unlike other villas in Nexø, 
the garden is a semi-private area open to the green 
heart in the middle of the building cluster. There are no 
tall divining fences, so the private gardens and public 
space blend into each other. 

PAIR HOMES & ROW HOMES
Pair and row homes are the most common typology in 
the new neighborhood. It offers social and communal 
qualities that are lost when surrounded by fences on 
one’s property. Like the detached home, the private 
garden blends with the green heart of the building 
cluster. It also provides density on the plot so more 
people can live closer together, making it possible to 
have large green areas within the neighborhood. 

APARTMENTS, DORM, OFFICES 
& MIXED USE

With a max floor level of 3.5 floors, this typology offers 
smaller housing options and ground floor functions like 
offices, a gym, a cafe, and a local kiosk. This typology 
can also serve as specialty housing for tenants like 
youth housing or student accommodation. The taller 
of this typology is found in the middle of the neighbor-
hood surrounding the center gathering place.  

Nature Nexus

BUILDING TYPOLOGIES
Design strategies
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Nature Nexus

STREET TYPOLOGIES
Design strategies

PEDESTRIAN PATHS 
& BIKE PATHS

The shared pedestrian and bike path weave between 
the building clusters connecting each cluster to each 
other. The speed of travel is slow and closed off to 
cars. The paths connect the functions within each 
green heart, the neighborhood, and Nexø as a whole. 
One of the most important paths is the path that con-
nects the new district to the green recreation corridor 
and the surrounding areas.

SHARED SURFACE
Shared surfaces are designated streets that are open to 
pedestrians, cyclists, and motorists on a single surface. 
However, pedestrians always have priority, and the 
speed is slow on these streets. There is also no parking 
on these streets. 

MAIN TRAFFIC CONNECTORS
The main traffic connector is the heavy traffic roads in 
the new development. On each side of the road, there 
is a pedestrian path and a designated bike shoulder. 
Even though they handle heavy traffic, these roads are 
quiet compared to the streets of the island’s capital. 
The bike shoulder gives priority to the biker when they 
are sharing the road with a motorist. Ideally, these 
roads can handle bus traffic so that the new district 
can be connected to the rest of Bornholm by bus. 

2m 0.7m0.7m 4m 5m 1m1m1.5m 1.5m
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Nature Nexus

SITE PLAN
The Design

6 detached houses

73 pair/row houses

5 live/work units

18 senior housing units

1 kindergarten & SFO

20 charging units for EV

4 activity centers 

11 apartment buildings

7 mixed-use buildings
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Nature Nexus

FUNCTIONS
The design

COLOR KEY

	 Residential	

	 Live/work	&	workshop/craft	studio	space

 Mixed-use 

	 Education	

	 Senior	collective	

 Public 

EDUCATION/CHILD CARE

1 Sustainability learning & community center

2	 Kindergarten	&	staffed	playground

3.  Naturum; nature learning center

PUBLIC SPACE & FACILITIES

4 Community square

5 Park with winter garden & shelter

6	 Senior	collective	&	community	house

7 Public sauna & bath house

8	 Recreational	forest	with	forest	shelters

ANIMAL PASTURES 

 Sheep

 Goats

	 Highland	cattle

2

11

2

33

44

55

66

77
88
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phase 0 
The site today is a patchwork of four different types of land types; 
old argricultural fields, forests, industrial land, and recreational land. 
It is surrounded by housing and industrial areas. 

In the first phase, the recreational forest is developed. It is an 
extension of the existing green corridor and will give back to the 
community as a whole. Along with the recreational forest, the old 
factory on the site will be re-purposed as a sustainability learning 
and community center. The center is both a community center for 
the inhabitants of Bornholm and a tourist stop on the main coastal 
road of Bornholm.

In the second phase, selected public functions and commercial 
space will be established. Construction on the southernmost 
housing clusters will also begin.

In the final phase, the remaining housing clusters, commercial space 
and public functions will be constructed. This phase includes 
developing the senior collective, live/work housing, workshops/craft 
studio space, and outdoor shelters.

phase 1 

existing buildings
repurposed buildings

new development 
previous development

existing buildings
repurposed buildings

new development 
previous development

existing buildings
repurposed buildings

new development 
previous development

existing buildings
repurposed buildings

new development 
previous development

phase 2 phase 3 

Nature Nexus

PROJECT PHASING
The Design

phase 0 
The site today is a patchwork of four different types of land types; 
old argricultural fields, forests, industrial land, and recreational land. 
It is surrounded by housing and industrial areas. 

In the first phase, the recreational forest is developed. It is an 
extension of the existing green corridor and will give back to the 
community as a whole. Along with the recreational forest, the old 
factory on the site will be re-purposed as a sustainability learning 
and community center. The center is both a community center for 
the inhabitants of Bornholm and a tourist stop on the main coastal 
road of Bornholm.

In the second phase, selected public functions and commercial 
space will be established. Construction on the southernmost 
housing clusters will also begin.

In the final phase, the remaining housing clusters, commercial space 
and public functions will be constructed. This phase includes 
developing the senior collective, live/work housing, workshops/craft 
studio space, and outdoor shelters.

phase 1 

existing buildings
repurposed buildings

new development 
previous development

existing buildings
repurposed buildings

new development 
previous development

existing buildings
repurposed buildings

new development 
previous development

existing buildings
repurposed buildings

new development 
previous development

phase 2 phase 3 
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phase 0 
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It is surrounded by housing and industrial areas. 
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The site today is a patchwork of four different types of land types; 
old argricultural fields, forests, industrial land, and recreational land. 
It is surrounded by housing and industrial areas. 

In the first phase, the recreational forest is developed. It is an 
extension of the existing green corridor and will give back to the 
community as a whole. Along with the recreational forest, the old 
factory on the site will be re-purposed as a sustainability learning 
and community center. The center is both a community center for 
the inhabitants of Bornholm and a tourist stop on the main coastal 
road of Bornholm.

In the second phase, selected public functions and commercial 
space will be established. Construction on the southernmost 
housing clusters will also begin.

In the final phase, the remaining housing clusters, commercial space 
and public functions will be constructed. This phase includes 
developing the senior collective, live/work housing, workshops/craft 
studio space, and outdoor shelters.
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Nature Nexus

MATERIALITY and VEGETATION 
The Design

Building facades:

The character of the building facades should reflect the 
personality of Nexø. The facades proposed are a mixture of 
wooden and brick facades. Wood construction is a sustain-
able alternative to traditional concrete construction. How-
ever, brick is a very traditional building material in Denmark 
and thus should be honored. The colors for the building 
facades should be inspired by the already established color 
palette of Bornholm. Luckily for the buildings that are a 
wide range of colors to choose from.
 

Vegetation:

The green and the structure is the main element of this 
proposal. The extension of nature into the urban zone, 
specifically in this site, brings a transition gradient from the 
traditional urban to nature. The design proposal is entitled 
Nature Nexus, meaning the junction at which nature meets 
the city. There are different types of gardens through-
out the design; rain gardens, community gardens, winter 
gardens, wetland parks, recreational forests, and fruit tree 
groves. It is important to use native and climate-friendly 
vegetation during the selection for the planting of the 
proposal. 
 

Top Left:  fig. 73 The wooden Swedish houses, Nexø
Top Middle: fig. 74 Bornholms Konservesfabrik
Top Right: fig. 75 Street in Nexø
Bottom Let:  fig. 76 Fugle-kirsebær, Van den Berk
Bottom Middle: fig. 77 Bøg træ, Henrik Schurmann
Bottom Right: fig. 78 Anemone nemorosa, Kaj Halberg
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PUBLIC SPACES

Interwoven throughout the project there are 
two different physical types of public spaces; 
hard and soft. The hard public spaces being 
comprised of the built environment meaning the 
traditional main square and public facilities. The 
soft public spaces being the green structure that 
is present throughout the master plan. Within 
these public spaces there is a different degree 
of the relationship between public/private. Al-
though public paths weave between the building 
clusters a sense of ownership is given due to 
the proximity of buildings however reaming wide 
enough to let the public use the “green hearts. 
The recreational forest and adjoining facilities 
is a giant public space in itself, letting people 
wander through its many paths and discover the 
close nature to Nexø.

Nature Nexus

DETAIL PLAN - COMMUNITY SQUARE
The design
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THE GREEN HEARTS
In each building cluster throughout the mas-
terplan one can find a “green heart” within the 
building peripheral. This space is a semi public 
gathering space. To avoid the green space 
becoming an unused area, all private gardens 
are not closed but open to the public green. 
Path ways weave throughout the green hearts 
to connect each building cluster together. These 
pathways are used to connect the community 
within the new neighborhood and to the larger 
community of Nexø. 

Nature Nexus

SECTION THROUGH HOUSING CLUSTER
The design
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THE SENIOR COLLECTIVE
The Senior Collective is an integral part of the 
new development. It provides housing for people 
of mature age that still want to live independent-
ly but having a community of people to take part 
in activities. The village has a community building 
that can hold events for the tenants as well as 
be rented out for public use for free. It is located 
near the kindergarten and the main square. Al-
though, the senior collective is concentrate into 
one block its central location within the neigh-
borhood creates opportunities for a mixing of 
generations. The community house can be used 
for joint activities between the senior collective 
and other groups.

Nature Nexus

SECTION THROUGH HOUSING CLUSTER
The design
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PROXIMITY 

One of the great assets for the design proposal 
is its proximity to nature. The green recreational 
corridor connects the new recreational forest 
with the rest of northern Nexø. One can live in a 
city but still be surrounded by nature.

Nature Nexus

DETAIL PLAN - THE RECREATIONAL EDGE
The design
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REFLECTIONS

PROJECT REFLECTIONS

Nature nexus is a design proposal at the end of a long 
journey. It is a vision project to illustrate a possible future 
neighborhood development on Bornholm. It tackles sus-
tainability in a sensitive way to create a nice place to live. 
The land’s transition from the rural zone to the urban zone  
it now becomes the junction between urbanity and the 
landscape. In the beginning, Bornholm’s Regional Munici-
pality offered three potential sites for development. With 
in-depth research and dialog with planners at the munici-
pality, bakkebyen became the clear choice for the site. 

Before starting this degree project, I did not know very 
much about Bornholm except that it was known for being 
a biking holiday destination. Through the project, I was able 
to experience another side of Denmark’s history, culture, 
and unique landscape. I was lucky to have planned the 
study trip in early February; had I waited a couple more 
weeks, it would not have been possible due to border 
closures between Sweden and Denmark. Although the 
weather was a bit unforgiving in February, it painted a true 
picture of the breath of weather on the island. Although 
Bornholm has been given the nickname ‘Sunshine Island’ 
due to having more sunshine hours than most of Denmark 
it does also experience extreme weather from time to time. 
The planners at the municipal office were super helpful and 
understanding. They provided a lot of materials that I used 
throughout the project and introduced me to the profes-
sion of byplanlægger and the many tools that they use 
while considering an area for local framework. The material 
also allowed me to practice my Danish comprehension, 
writing, and reading skills. 

Like many other master students concluding their studies in 
the spring of 2020, I was meet with many challenges in the 
development of this project. The corona pandemic made it 
impossible to visit the island a second time. Physical desk 
critiques turned into zoom meetings and sketches on the 

computer screen. I made the most with the resources and 
guidance I was provided. Both of my supervisors worked 
with me in finding ways to continue correspondences 
regarding this project from a distance. I found new ways of 
visiting and analyzing a site that I did not have the luxury of 
physically being there. I am so grateful for the guidance on 
urban  planning on Bornholm that the municipal planners 
provided in the form of interviews, meeting, and email 
correspondence. In the end, Nature Nexus was presented, 
completed and revised. 

The project was never meant to be a radical solution for 
small-town sustainability but a sensitive one that met the 
challenges presented in the site. One of the larger challeng-
es of the site was the connection to the already existing 
urban fabric. It was already on the fringe, and integrating 
into the urban network is not an easy task, especially with 
the green corridor that cut off from the main coastal road. 
In the end, the project was about everyday sustainability 
and designing a nice place to live. I think Nature Nexus 
became just that, a nice place, at the junction between city 
life and proximity to nature. 
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fig. 1 View from Christansborg  Palace; Copenhagen, DK 
(personal photo)
fig. 2 Vadestedet ; Aarhus, DK (personal photo)
fig. 3 Dragør,DK (personal photo)
fig. 4 West Jutland, Dk; Coast Studio <https://coastarc.com/
west-coast-dk> 
fig. 5 Mønsklint ; Møn, DK 
fig. 6 Nørreport and the Lacks; Copenhagen, DK; Coast 
Studio
fig. 7 Bornby Haveby, Brondby, DK; Sourcesss
fig. 8  Vejledning om landzoneadministration, Erhvervs-
styrelsen
fig. 9 Danmark i balance i en global verden, Regeringen
fig. 10 Article cover from Information.dk
fig. 11 Article cover from jyllands-posten.dk/
fig. 12 Article cover from Information.dk
fig. 13 Snow in Rønne, DK; Stefan Asp.
fig. 14 Hammeren, Allinge,DK
fig. 15 Air photo of Klippeløkken, Bornholmske billeder
fig. 16 The rock in Almindingen; Bornholm’s Ø archive 
fig.17  North fillet; Bornholms Museum 
fig. 18 Kommuneplan 2009; Bornholms Regionskommune
fig. 19 Bright Green Island Visionen; Bright Green Island
fig. 20 Vindmøller; Bornholms Regionskommune
fig. 22  Hammershus, Allinge
fig. 23 Døndalen Waterfall
fig. 24 Row houses, Nexø
fig. 25 Kayak club slipway, Nexø
fig. 26 Østerlars Church, Østerlars
fig. 27 The Harbor in Gudhjem
fig. 28 Hammeren Fyr, Allinge
fig. 29 Hammerhus, Allinge
fig. 30 Sheep near Opalsøen, Allinge
fig. 31 Opalsøen and Hammersøen, Allinge
fig. 32 Goats on Hammeren, Allinge
fig. 33 Rokkestenen, Paradisbakkerne
fig. 34 Satellite photo over Nexø; Styrelsen for dataforsyn-
ing og effektivisering
fig. 35 Nexø Church
fig. 36 Summer party 1969; Algot Lindau Rasmussen.
fig. 37 Ice Skating on Ferskesø; Nexø Musemum.
fig. 38 Nexø Torv; Bornholmske Billeder
fig. 39 Bombing in Nexø; Johannes Hammer
fig. 40 King Christian X in Nexø torv; Bornholmske Billeder
fig. 41 Nexø Harbor; Engineer OH Nicolajsen
fig. 42 Swedish Wooden Houses
fig. 43 North Fillet from Strandparken
fig. 44 Strandgade
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fig. 45 Parked fishing boats in Nexø Harbor
fig. 46 Nexø Gammel Røgeri
fig. 47 Bornholms Konservesfabrik
fig. 48 Art Instillation in Strandparken
fig. 49 Nexø harbor entrance
fig. 50 Nexø Mole; PHL Architects
fig. 51 Nexø Havn Visionsskitse; Hasløv og Kjærsgaard
fig. 52 Old agriculture field
fig. 53 Green recreational corridor
fig. 54 Bornholm’s Konservesfabrik
fig. 55 Fredriks stenbrud; unknown
fig. 56 Bornholm’s Konservesfabrik; Nexø Museum
fig. 57 Bornholm’s Konservesfabrik; Bornholmske Billeder
fig. 58 Fredriks stenbrud; unknown
fig. 59 Stenbrudssøen
fig. 60 Bornholm’s Konservesfabrik; Bornholms Tidende
fig. 61 Allotment gardens
fig. 62 Swans swimming in the bathing pond
fig. 63 The old agricultural field 
fig. 64 the  dirt road by the old factory building 
fig. 65 Stone wall in the green corridor
fig. 66 KADK’s sheds
fig. 67 Bornholms Konservesfabrik
fig. 68 Front Entrance of Bornholms Konservesfabrik
fig. 69 Wetland pound
fig. 70 Swans swimming in the bathing pond
fig. 71 Recreational path
fig. 72 Back of Bornholms Konservesfabrik
fig. 73 The wooden Swedish houses, Nexø
fig. 74 Bornholms Konservesfabrik
fig. 75 Street in Nexø
fig. 76 Fugle-kirsebær, Van den Berk https://www.vdberk.dk/traeer/prunus-avium/
fig. 77 Bøg træ, Henrik Schurmann https://denstoredanske.lex.dk/b%C3%B8g 
fig. 78 Anemone nemorosa, Kaj Halberg https://kajhalberg.dk/en/anemo-
nes-and-pasque-flowers/
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